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Floral Dreams
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Barbara Ana Designs

 

This cross stitch portrait designed by Barbara Ana is evocative of Latin America, tropical climates, luxuriant nature,
precious gold jewelery. Close your eyes and you too will become a dreaming girl.

 

Barbara Ana is fascinated by the region, the fiery, passionate temperament of its inhabitants, like that of Frida
Kalho. This new portrait of a native American explores the rich culture and civilizations of pre-Columbian America.

 

The cross stitch pattern is quite colorful and those lovely colors stand out against the smokey blue background.
The chart lists 13 colors all DMC stranded cotton except for 1 DMC rayon floss in a lovely golden hue evocative of
the precious metal.

 

It is an easy stitch on 25 ct Lugana evenweave from Zweigart, the manufacturer's most popular fabric. The Pacific
Blue Metallic Lugana fabric includes some turquoise blue filaments that add sparkle to the background of your
stitching.

A cross stitch pattern by Barbara Ana Designs.

>> see all patterns with portraits by Barbara Ana Designs

 

>> see more Summer patterns by Barbara Ana Designs

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Floral Dreams

 

Full design size in stitches: 66 wide x 94 high

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-floral-dreams-cross-stitch-xml-206_243-3945.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/zweigart-pacific-metallic-blue-38356136-lugana-fabric-floral-dreams-barbara-pxl-8_57_217.html?adminKey=%25241%252420221012%2524K.%252FE7k.LxA.S78TfOmmfe.https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/zweigart-pacific-metallic-blue-38356136-lugana-fabric-floral-dreams-barbara-pxl-8_57_217.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/dreaming-girls-cross-stitch-patterns-barbara-designs-xsl-296_302_715.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-summer-patterns-xsl-296_302_735.html


Fabric: 25 ct.Lugana Pacific Blue Metallic from Zweigart (6136)

Design Area: 5 1/4 x 7 1/4 inch (13 x 18 cm) on 25 ct

Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch

Chart: Color

Threads: DMC stranded cotton, Kreinik Gold metallic

Number of colors: 13

Themes: portrait, young woman, native American, latin America, sun, flowers

 

>> see all cross stitch patterns with portraits (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
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